
 
 
 
Being in the Moment  
Thank you for coming together today to spend a few minutes together as we ground ourselves 
for the minutes, hours and day ahead. Take a moment to settle into your chair, feet feeling the 
ground beneath you, sit bones feeling the chair below you. Bring your attention to your breath, 
your in breath and your out breath. Allow your breathing to settle. Strong back, soft front.            
 
Our lives are busy. Busy at home. Busy at work. Many staff who have children have survived one 
of the busiest months of the year. For those whose children are grown, we still remember what 
September feels like – the less scheduled days of summer with less deadlines and often less 
pressure fade away and are replaced by an unrelenting calendar of school bell times, activities, 
meals on time so that as a parent you can spend your evening driving to and from activities.                    
More deadlines. When your children are young, sometimes the greatest moment of the day is 
knowing that you made it through to the end of another day without forgetting anything or 
anyone. Sometimes it is hard to be in the moment when a cascading day or evening deadlines 
threaten to overwhelm each moment of your day.            
          
I do believe that everyone tries in earnest to leave home at home and work at work, but 
cellphones relentlessly drag us between these worlds. The post sit feeling of calm and peace is 
vanquished by a text that drags us from Rosedale – an unexpected need of friend or family, a 
calendar reminder for something you forgot, a meeting reminder for a meeting you’re not 
prepared for. Call bells ring, patients need care, families are in distress. We take a breath and 
tackle what lies ahead, so how do we stay in the moment? 
 
I know when several of us gathered here in a group last week to explore Roshi Joan’s book 
“Being with Dying” that it felt delicious to have a couple of hours to focus in the moment.                    
To exhale and let the day slip away and have the luxury of dedicating that time to being in the 
moment with like-minded colleagues. I know I left calmer, I know I woke up calmer the next 
morning. I know without doubt that being in the moment is healthy and life sustaining and 
refuels my being and my soul. 
 
What would it be like if we could always be in the moment? I think many of our patients show 
us the way. For those that peacefully approach death, they have surrendered their past, they 
have no fear of the future, they no longer fret over missed opportunities and stressful deadlines, 
they don’t anticipate the upcoming minutes, hours or days with any distress because their slate 
is clean right now. They just have this moment and they live it in peace. 
 
I believe that patients and families are the gift that brings us into the moment during our busy 
day. What is going on in our life ceases to exist when we are in the moment with them or their 
families. We take a breath and they are our focus. We calm, we are with them and nothing else 
matters. They know this, they feel this and we all benefit. Time disappears and whether that 
moment is a moment or an hour, that time span is calming and meaningful. 
Leaving that space the reality of the day comes crashing back – deadlines, other patients, 
families, colleagues, texts from your other life. Time to take a breath again, to be kind to 
yourself and reluctantly accept that you will be unable to be present for every moment today, 
but you were able to be present in that moment. 
 
I believe that when we somehow carve time into our lives to intentionally practice that we live 
with the groundwork of being in the moment. That we have the tools to take a breath and be in 
the moment when it is most needed. It is one more thing to carve into our busy lives, but the 
benefits are reaped when it matters most. 
 
I envy our PCA who sits on the ridge for 20 minutes before her shift to ground herself for the day 
ahead, but you can see how she holds that peace and presence throughout her shift. 
 
And so this morning I return as I often do when the day, the desk, the meetings, the pressures of 
the next busy 8 hours threaten to overwhelm, I return to the guidance and words that truly 
began my journey into the truth of the value of the moment. 



 
I invite you to focus again on your breath in these moments together of peace and 
contemplation and to hold one of these phrases and return to it today when you need it most. 
 
Focus on your breathing with these phrases guiding you is in and out breaths: 
 
Everyone must face their own situation. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Your happiness or unhappiness depends upon your actions, not my wishes for you. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
May my love for others flow boundlessly. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
May the power of loving kindness sustain me. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
May I find the inner resources to truly be able to give. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
May I remain in peace and let go of expectations. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
May I offer my care and presence unconditionally knowing it may be met by gratitude, 
indifference, anger or anguish. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
May I offer love knowing that I cannot control the course of life, suffering or death. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
May I see my limits compassionately, just as I view the suffering of others. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
May I accept things as they are. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 

We dedicate this practice so that all living beings may learn to take the suffering of others and 
attain enlightenment for the benefit of all 
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